
Message from the Treasurer 
 
Dear All Parents 
 
As many of you may be aware with the start of the summer season 
activity within the Pony Club has greatly increased with upcoming team 
events and a full programme of rallies and term-time training. 
 
Team Managers, Term-Time organisers and I have been wasting a lot of 
time recently due to cheques being sent or not sent to the wrong person 
so we need your help in making the admin side (which is huge) simpler. 
 
Teams  
We have had the misfortune so far this year, to have had about 7 different 
teams balloted from at least 3 different competitions so far this year 
which has made the process of entries and collecting cheques very time 
consuming for our Team Managers who already spend a lot of time co-
ordinating your requests and putting children into teams. 
 
Unless you have done this job you probably are not aware of how long it 
takes to do entries for an event and as we have to do entries well in 
advance to get in to these competitions (which we do and still doesn’t 
guarantee acceptance!) and the Team Managers will have several events 
“on the go” at any one time that they are awaiting responses back for! 
 
So a plea from me and all the Team Managers please help us not waste 
any more personal time than is required on this by doing the following 
please 
 

If you receive an email about an event, Please DO NOT IGNORE IT 
RESPOND IMMEDIATELY with either No thanks, Yes please and give 
details or not sure yet but will come back to you! This will mean the 
team manager knows you have received the message and she will 
know who she needs to follow up on.  
 
If you say Yes please look at schedule and send a cheque (including 
first aid) directly to the Team Manager who asked you and no one 
else! This will save the Team Manager time by not having to send a 
reminder to everyone. 
Your cheque should have your child’s name on the back and what 
event it is for as your team manager will undoubtedly have other 
events on the go at one time. Do not send your cheque to me or 
anyone else it is really unhelpful, as I have 7 Team Managers sending 
me cheques and cannot possibly keep up with who owes what and it 
just means I waste more time as the cheques come in and they need 
to be accounted for twice. It is also important to write separate 
cheques for each event as if balloted they can be simply torn up and 
not need re-issuing or amendments. This would also apply in cases of 
lameness (if your slot can be filled by another child) again the Team 
Manager can tear up the cheque and only present me with the relevant 
cheques. 
 



Term-time Lessons 
Again when you book into any of these the cheques must only be sent 
to the person organising and cheques should be only for the lessons 
you are applying for and not for anything else like team entries or 
anything else as they are accounted for completely separately. If you 
book for a set of lessons then one cheque is fine but again please write 
child’s name and lessons applied for on the back. If you book in with 
the same organiser for lessons with different instructors the cheques 
need to be separate as again each Instructor is accounted for 
separately. This is particularly important as often our Team Managers 
are organising Teams and lessons so they have a lot of lists and 
cheques to keep track of. 
  
If everyone can make the effort to do this it would be greatly 
appreciated by all of us as so far this summer there have been 
so many emails and phone-calls tracking down cheques and 
where they are.  With 7 team Managers (which we really need 
as one Team Manager’s job is big enough!) and other lesson 
organisers we have a huge turnover of cheques going through 
our account every week.  
 
 
Thanks in advance for your co-operation on the above just want to 
make it as simple as possible for everyone who gives hours of their 
time in order for the kids to have a lot of fun and a happy successful 
summer! 
 
Many thanks  
 
Michaela Butt 
Hon Treasurer 
  

 


